With a rich British legacy, Carlton now comes to America.

For over 40 years, Carlton Luggage has been a symbol of premium, well-crafted luggage in over 60 countries. Each Carlton bag is made with precision and stays true to its rich British roots. This British heritage is reflected both in the design and the quality of the bags. Sleek, tough and ready to go places, this very British of bag brands is the partner for the discerning traveler worldwide.

Carlton Luggage is now poised to enter the US market. Bringing with it the same careful precision and quality that have found admirers globally. The brand comes with a full suite of premium luggage solutions, in both soft and hard luggage ranges. Expect Carlton’s trademarks of unique styling, wide range of color palettes, textures and fabrics.

The opportunities of the American market signal an exciting new chapter in the Carlton Luggage story. Needless to say, the brand is ready to take on the challenges and provide fresh solutions for the American consumer. Truly, Carlton Luggage now begins its grand American journey.

For further information, please contact:

1) For trade enquiry (United States) -
   Anshul Bhatia
   Anshul.Bhatia@vipbags.com

2) For trade enquiry (Outside United States) -
   Gautam Saha
   gautam.saha@vipbags.com